Text appears: Razer Seiren V2 Pro

The mic appears, as the camera zooms through it, transitioning to the next shot.

Text appears: Professional tone. Signature sound.

A red audio wave appears as the voice clip is played.

Text appears: Analog gain limiter off.

Dialogue: Yo, that was sick. Great shot, well played!

As the dialogue continues, slight glitches in the screen emphasize that the audio recording isn’t ideal quality.

The red audio wave turns green as another voice clip is played for comparison.

Dialogue: Yo, that was sick. Great shot, well played!

Text appears: Analog gain limiter on. Rich, powerful vocals.

Cut to several closeup shots of the mic, highlighting its adjustable stand, power button, 2 adjustable knobs for volume and gain, and its mic monitoring port.

Text appears: The definitive dynamic mic.

Cut to shot of the whole mic.

Text appears: Razer Seiren V2 Pro

Razer logo appears.